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Jamaluddin 1, Trinovita Zuhara J 1, M Riza Nurtam1, Amrizal1, Rosda Syelly2 1Politeknik 

Pertanian Negeri Payakumbuh, West Sumatera, Indonesia 2Sekolah Tinggi Teknologi 

Payakumbuh, West Sumatera, Indonesia *indra.puskom@gmail.com Abstract. Plants can 

be identified using several variables, such as seeds’ shapes, colors, and sizes.  

 

However, several types of plants have close similarities to seed shapes. Therefore, 

additional characteristics are necessary to support the identification process. This study 

applied machine learning with the PCA method to identify plant species from seed 

shapes. The PCA simplifies the observed variables by reducing data dimensions and 

storing 75% of the informatio n.  

 

The procedure did not eliminate too much important information while reducing data 

size and processing time. We collected 100 images of plant seeds similar to one 

another, such as sapodilla seeds, soursop, cucumber, star fruit, grape, melon, apple, 

lime, watermelon, and chili. A measurement system was designed using the K-Fold Cross 

Validation, and 10 tables of experimental results discovered a good level of accuracy of 

83%.  

 

The Omission error occurred in the seeds of soursop, starfruit, grape, apple, lime, and 

watermelon while the most commission errors occurred in apple seeds (8 times). K eywo 

rd s : Seed Image Identification; Machine Learning; Principal Component Analysis 1. 

Introduction Fruit plants are one of the plantation crops that are widely planted by 



farmers in Indonesia.  

 

These plants are usually produced to meet self-sufficiency and local market needs [1]. In 

general, fruit plants are planted around the house or in pots as gard en decorations. [2]. 

Farmers commonly propagate fruit plants by planting seeds. Planting with seeds 

provides a strong root system, a simple technique, and a long period of fruiting; 

however, the nature of the offspring is not the same as that of the mother plant [3]. The 

shapes and structures of the seeds vary depending on the types of species and 

environmental conditions in which the plant lives [4].  

 

Therefore, the seeds can be used as a marker to differentiate plant species [5]. However, 

the wide diversity of forms sometimes complicates the identification of a particular 

plant. In general, there are four ways to identify plants [6]. However, these ways 

complicate the manual classification because they require a l ong time and special 

understanding.  

 

Therefore, we need a system that can simplify the data when identifying plants. One of 

the techniques to simplify the data as an image classifier is the principal component 

analysis (PCA). The PCA is used to reduce the dimensions of data without significantly 

reducing the characteristics of the data [7].  

 

According to Santosa [8], the PCA is a reliable technique for extracting the structure of a 

data set with mass dimensions. The PCA projects images in to eigenspace planes by 

finding the eigenvectors of each image; then projects them into the obtained 

eigenspace. Research by [9] entitled "Plant classification based on leaf recognition" 

revealed that the PCA method could classify plants with 1st Lekantara Annual 
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[10] discovered medicinal plant leaf images with an accuracy of more than 90%.  

 

[11] used the PCA to identify typical compounds from various Eucalyptus plant species 

and obtained that the compound groupings could clearly describe the specifications of 

each species.This study applied the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to identify plant 

species based on seed images. The PCA simplifies images of seeds by reducing the 

dimensions and not losing a lot of crucial information of the images. 2.  

 

Methodology The stages of this research were collecting or acquiring image data, 

converting the image data into vectors, sharing the data (training and testing), 

conducting the PCA, and analyzing the accuracy. These stages are shown in Figure1. 



Acquiring Image Data Changing Images to Vectors Image Testing Saved as Matrix Data 

Testing Saved as Matrix Data Training PCA Transformation of 1 Dimension Matrix 

Transformation Recognizing and Characterizing Extraction Analyzing Accuracy PCA 

Process Yes No Figure 1.  

 

Research Method Image Data This study employed 100 images, consisting of 10 types 

of plants, each of which used 10 images. Seed images were taken under the same 

lighting conditions and distances; the quality of the data and test results were not 

significantly affected [12] [13]. Ten types of plants in this research had morphologically 

similar seeds, such as sapodilla ( Manilkara zapota), soursop ( Annona muricata), 

cucumber (Cucumis sativus), star fruit (Averrhoa carambola), grape (Vitis vinifera), melon 

(Cucumis melo), apple (Malus domestica), lime (Citrus aurantifolia), watermelon 

(Manilkara zapota) and chili (Capsicum annum L.). All images were saved in JPG formats 

and RGB modes with image dimensions of 100x75 pixels.  

 

Reading Image and Splitting Data From the RGB mode, the image data were converted 

to greyscales. The matrix of an image was saved as a 1x7500 row vector. This process 

was repeated for the entire image . Then, the image data were combined into matrix X 

and matrix O. Matrix X referred to a collection of row vectors for training images, while 

matrix O referred to a collection of row vectors for testing images.  

 

The image-sharing applied the k-fold cross-validation with a value of k=10, also known 

as 10- fold cross-validation. The data were divided into two parts: a training set of 9 

images and a testing set of 1 image. Therefore, there were 9 x 10 = 90 images for the 

training data. Meanwhile, the testing image consisted of 1x10 = 10 images. The first 

experiment used the first image as a testing image, and so forth.  

 

Thus, the tenth experiment used the tenth image as a testing image. In one experiment, 

the process of reading the training image was repeated nine times for ten seed images 

to obtain a combined matrix measuring 90x7500. The testing image in an experiment 

was an exception or other than the data from the matrix X because one image from 

each class (seed) would serve as the training image or would not be processed when 

reading the matrix X.  

 

Meanwhile, ten images would 1st Lekantara Annual Conference on Natural Science and 
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The next stage was dividing the matrix O; thus, the matrix O served as a composite 

matrix of testing images with a size of 10x7500.  

 



The Process of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) The PCA procedure aims to simplify 

the observed variables by reducing their dimensions [14]. A digital image consists of the 

smallest elements usually called pixels. The pixels store information in the form of the 

color intensity of images at these coordinates. The images can be translated as a matrix 

while pixels can be translated as elements of the matrix [15].  

 

Artificial intelligence uses many images as inputs which are processed in clustering and 

classification. The image is defined as a two-dimensional function f(x,y) where x and y 

are the spatial coordinates; and the amplitude f, at either x or y, is called the intensity or 

degree of gray. If x, y, and f are finite, the image is considered a digital image [16].  

 

In this study, seed image was detected in several stages: reading the images, 

determining the covariance matrix, determining the feature vector and roots that 

correspond to the covariance matrix, selecting the largest feature root to contribute to 

the desired information, determining the matrix transformation using the characteristic 

vectors according to the root of the feature, determining the resulted matrix from the 

transformation of the seed image, determining the average vector of the transformation 

results for each class (plant species) , determining the Euclidean distance between the 

testing image and each class average vector, and recognizing the images based on the 

minimum Euclidean distance. When the minimum distance of the image was obtained 

from the same class average vector, the image was recognized.  

 

After matrix X had been obtained, the covariance was calculated to obtain the sigma 

matrix. The calculation of this covariance used the equation of ______ÿ___  

 

 



 __ _ _ _ __ 



 _ __ 



. To calculate the covariance, the previous unit type matrix data must have been 

changed to the double type; thus, the value range of the matrix elements changed from 

0-255 to 0.0-1. The next step after obtaining the sigma covarian ce matrix was 

determining the feature vectors and roots of the covariance matrix.  

 

The resulted output was a matrix v and d; each showed a feature vector and root. This 

step also determin ed the diagonal of the matrix d. The output of the diagonal matrix d 

was lambda, referring to the characteristic root value of the sigma covariance matrix. 

Furthermore, after obtaining the values of the feature roots and vectors, the features 

were extracted from the image.  

 

Several characteristic roots were taken, and they were large enough to represent the 

desired information. This study took 75% of the initial information. 3. Results and 

Discussion The computer program developed to run the PCA algorithm and the 10-fold 

cross-validation revealed a matrix from the first to the tenth seed of the training and 

detection samples. The results are summarized in Table 1. Table 1.  

 

Results of Image Recognition for 10 Experiments Experiment Original Images 1 2 3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 10 Detected as 1 1 2 3 4 7 6 5 8 7 10 2 1 2 3 4 4 6 7 8 7 10 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 7 10 4 

1 2 3 4 5 6 4 8 7 10 5 1 2 3 8 9 6 7 8 9 10 6 1 5 3 4 7 6 7 6 7 10 7 1 2 3 4 7 6 7 8 9 10 8 1 

2 3 9 5 6 7 8 9 10 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 9 8 9 10 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 9 8 9 10 Table 1 shows that the 

images of seeds 1 (sapodilla), 3 (cucumber), 6 (melon), and 10 (chili) in each experiment 

did not have errors when detecting the image. However, image 5 (grape) was detected 
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experiment and as an image of apple seeds in the first experiment. In the fifth 

experiment, the image of lime seeds was detected as an image of star fruit seeds.  

 

The image of star fruit seeds was detected as an image of grape seeds in the second 

experiment and as an image of apples in the fourth experiment. The image of 

watermelon seeds was detected as an image of star fruit seeds and apples. Meanwhile, 

the image of apple seeds was detected as the images of grape seeds and watermelons.  

 

The shape of the seed images and the patterns of image data taken from the same 

angle influenced this error detection. We iterated the experiment ten times to get 

information on how many times the system would accurately detect the plant seeds 

from their images. The sum of each element from the experimental results shows the 



accuracy of the image de tection system. Table 2 summarizes the sum of all 

experiments.  

 

The main diagonal shows the number of correct image detections in 10 trials. Table 2. 

Result of the Sum of All Trials Label Detected as 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 2 0 9 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 1 1 0 5 0 0 0 0 6 0 3 0 1 0 6 0 

0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 1 1 0 6 0 2 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 9 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 5 0 10 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 10 Accuracy Analysis The accuracy of the seed image detection system can 

be calculated by counting the number of diagonals in the overall result table, dividing 

them by a lot of data, and multiplying them by 100%. The built system has an accuracy 

of 83%. Table 3.  

 

Omission Errors Plants Seed Number Omission Errors Sapodilla (Manilkara zapota) 1 0 

Soursop (Annona muricata) 2 1 Cucumber (Cucumis sativus) 3 0 Starfruit (Averrhoa 

carambola) 4 2 Grape (Vitis vinifera) 5 4 Melon (Cucumis melo) 6 0 Apple (Malus 

domestica) 7 4 Lime (Citrus aurantifolia) 8 1 Watermelon (Citrullus lanatus) 9 5 Chili 

(Capsicum annum L.) 10 0 Omission and Commission Error The omission constitutes the 

number of testing images that do not match the classification category.  

 

Meanwhile, the commission is the number of detected testing images that disagree with 

the actual situation/classification in the class. The omission error can be calculated by 

adding up every row of the resulted matrix, except the elements in the main diagonal. 

The output of the omission error is shown in Table 3. Most omission errors occurred in 

watermelon seeds (see Table 3).  

 

Watermelon seeds were detected as seeds of other plants in five of ten experiments. 

Meanwhile, the seeds of sapodilla, cucumber, melon, and chili did not occur omission. 

This phenomenon indicated that the system had successfully 1st Lekantara Annual 
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The commission errors can be calculated by adding up every column of the resulted 

matrix, except the elements on the main diagonal. The output of the commission errors 

is shown in Table 4. Table 4 shows that most commission errors of ten exp eriments 

occurred in apple seeds. This phenomenon denoted that the system had detected other 

seeds as themselves or detected errors from other plant seeds eight times.  

 

Meanwhile, sapodilla, soursop, cucumber seeds, and chili seeds never received errors 

when detected from other seeds. Table 4. Commission Errors Plants Seed number 



Commission Errors Sapodilla (Manilkara zapota) 1 0 Soursop (Annona muricata) 2 0 

Cucumber (Cucumis sativus) 3 0 Starfruit (Averrhoa carambola) 4 1 Grape (Vitis vinifera) 

5 2 Melon (Cucumis melo) 6 1 Apple (Malus domestica) 7 8 Lime (Citrus aurantifolia) 8 1 

Watermelon (Citrullus lanatus) 9 4 Chili (Capsicum annum L.) 10 0 4. Conclusion The 

results of this study concluded that the PCA technique could be used to reduce 

dimensions.  

 

The information taken was 75% of the 100 processed plant seed images. This study 

obtained good results because the images were successfully and correctly recognized 

with a percentage rate of 83%. Image retrieval techniques are urgently needed so that 

the images taken as data have similar lighting, distances, and dimensions.  

 

Moreover, all available research evidence is crucially identified, assessed, and interpreted 
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